
ETHAN ZUCHKAN
905-808-5616 | ethan.julian.zuchkan@ryerson.ca

Height: 5’11” Eyes: Hazel Hair: Brown

Twitter: @EZuchkan
Instagram: @ethan_zuchkan

THEATRE
THE GULL Simon Cole Lewis
LUCY Gary Quinlan Shearer
THREE SISTERS Chebutykin Iqbal Khan
CLOWN Clown Leah Cherniak
GRUESOME PLAYGROUND INJURIES Doug Diana Reis
ROMEO & JULIET Romeo Tim Welham
BEHANDING IN SPOKANE Carmichael Marianne McIsaac
CONCORD FLORAL John Cabot William Flood
PETER AND THE STARCATCHER Black Stache Erin Klimitz

FILM
GOLDEN CHILD Connor/Joel Kristoffer Bradley Cruz
PLEASE LAUGH Thomas Kristoffer Bradley Cruz
HIT BY HAPPINESS Father Jack Kukolic

EDUCATION
BFA Performance Acting Jennifer Wigmore X University (Ryerson)

Marianne McIsaac
Tim Welham
Irene Pauzer
Philippa Domville
Lisa Cox
Cynthia Ashperger

SKILLS
Dialects: Southern American, Brooklyn (Intermediate) Cockney, Scouse, Irish, Scottish,
German, French, Russian (Beginner)



Ethan Zuchkan (He/Him) is an actor and writer who has a powerful fascination with the
human mind and the lengths in which they will go to achieve what they desire most…
and the consequences that follow. As someone who is still discovering who he is, Ethan
is interested in exploring all kinds of characters with different motivations in order to
fathom where he fits in the world.

In his four years at X University, he has had the absolute pleasure of being taught and

directed under the likes of Jennifer Wigmore, Marianne McIsaac, Tim Welham, Diana

Reis and Cole Lewis. It has been a challenging journey, but an extremely valuable one.

He is indebted to these artists who were generous enough to offer their wisdom and

deepen his love for storytelling.

Ethan finds it difficult to put into words just how grateful he is for both his family and the

beautiful friends he has made within his class at X University. Although there is

uncertainty in the future, and there is fear of what is to come, having these wonderful

people at his side makes him hopeful that there is brightness on the horizon.



Bio – (This is the example showcase provided) Erika Prevost (she/her) is a
Japanese-Canadian actor, dancer, singer, and creator born and raised in Montreal,
Quebec. She hopes to share her love of storytelling – both on stage and in front of the
camera – with as many people as possible, while never trading honesty or relatability.

During her time at NTS, Erika has had the opportunity to work with some of Canada’s
top theatre practitioners such as David Latham, Ian Watson, Jackie Maxwell, Graeme
Somerville and Alisa Palmer. It is there that she had the pleasure of portraying the role
of Juliet in Romeo & Juliet, and Round Rose/Tokyo Rose in Mike Payette’s production
of Burning Vision. Selected television and film credits include Dare Me (USA
Network/Netflix), Polaroid (Dimension Films), The Next Step (Family Channel), Party of
Five (Sony), American Gods (Amazon), to name a few.

Embracing the constant changes of this career path, Erika is excited to keep growing
both as an artist and a human in this multifaceted industry. “I am looking forward to
bringing to life your vision!”


